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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently several authors have investigated the question of approsi- 
mating certain functions by reciprocals of polynomials under the uniform 
norm on the positive real axis. Perhaps these results have some applica- 
tions in industry and elsewhere (cf. [ 1, 361). Our present motivation is 
to give a detailed list of all the known results with simplified proofs in 
some cases and many new results and finally many open problems. 
Gonchar’s article [14] may be of great help to people interested in finite 
intervals. 
J,ong ago Chebyshev has shown “for any functionf(*v) continuous on 
the whole real axis and having the finite limit lirn,-,,, ,f(.v) -= C, there 
exists a sequence of continuous rational functions of the form R,,(X) = 
Pn(x)/QZn(x) (where P,(X) and _O,,(, ) Y are polynomials of degree w) such 
that lim iI f(x) - R,L(.x)l!L,(-.z,7 1 - 0.” But Chebyshcv never discussed 
the rate of convergence of the error to zero. This kind of result has been 
obtained by Freud and Szabodas [ 131 in 1968. 
In 1955, Hastings has shown [I51 by computation functions such as 
can be approximated under the uniform norm very closely by reciprocals 
of polynomials on [0, w). I n 1969, Cody, Meinardus and \*arga have 
shown [4] that eex can be uniformly approximated on [0, CL,) by recip- 
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rocals of polynomials of degree II with an error (2.298)~“. In 1973, 
Schijnhage has shown [33] that ep.” can be approximated uniformly by 
reciprocals of polynomials of degree n on [0, l-r-) with an error 3~m” but 
not much better. In 1974, D. J. X elvman has proved [ 181 that e~.~ cannot 
be approximated on [0, ‘K) under the uniform norm by general rational 
functions of degree n with an error better than (1280)-” -I. Recently Freud, 
Newman, and Reddy [12] have shown that ep r can be approximated by 
reciprocals of polynomials of degree II on ( x, {- z) with an error 
C,(log n)jn but not like a C,‘n. Further, Freud, Nenman, and Reddy have 
shown that emu .Pi can be approximated on (- x, ~- ~8) by general rational 
functions of degree n Lvith an error like a C3emmCl\ N but not like a 
Cge+‘eL x. In 1970, Mcinardus and \‘arga [16] I lave estcnded the results 
of [4] to reciprocals of certain entire functions of perfectly regular 
growth. In 1974, Reddy [2O] 1 MS extended the results of [16]. In 1972, 
Meinardus, Reddy, Taylor and Varga [I71 have obtained some direct 
;tnd con\.erse results. Subsequently in a series of papers by developing 
certain new techniques, Erdijs, Newman, and Reddy [S], Erdiis and Reddy 
[6&l 11, Newman and Reddy [37-391, and Reddy [19-281 ha\,c obtained 
many results. 
We present results in this article not according to the chronological 
order but according to certain pattern, perhaps convenient to the readers 
to follow. -iit the end Eve mention a felt results for certain unbounded 
domains of the complex plane. 
Let f(2) be a nonconstant entire function. As usual write :llj(r) = 
M(Y) = mas 3,=~ i,f(z)‘; then the order p and the lower order ,B of ,f(Z) 
are defined thus 
If 0 -:: p ( cc_, then the type 7 and the lower type w of .f are: 
lim sup log 111(Y) : __- = 
Y-E inf r” 
(0 r w ..< 7 
tr) 
: CL). (2.2) 
If p = 0, then we define the logarithmic order p[ = .,l + 1 and the lower 
logarithmic order ,!I1 off as: 
607/21/r-6 
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If p = 0, 0 < A < ~ci, then vve define the logarithmic types 71 and wI 
off as: 
(2.4) 
An entire functionf(2) is of perfectly regular growth (p, T) [35, p. 451 
if and only if there exist two (finite) positive constants p and 7 such that 
,im log M(Y) 
= 7. P’sc Y” 
Let f(2) = &=, a,,.P b e an entire function with nonnegative real 
aJa,, > 0). Then set S,,(Z) = cbO a,.Z’” and 
(2.5) 
where 7~~~ denotes the class of all ordinary polynomials of degree at most n. 
For given s :> 1 and I’ > 0, let S(r, s) d enote the unique open ellipse 
in the complex plane with foci at x = 0 and s := r and semimajor and 
semiminor axes a and ZJ such that D/a =: (s2 - I)(.? + I)-‘. 
Denote ATF(r, s) ~~~ sup{! F(z) : Z E S(r, s)). 
Let h(s) be a real nonnegative continuous function on [0, +a) such 
that, for all x large, h(s) > 0, and h’(x) exists, is nonnegative, and 
satisfies 
lim /Z’(X) = 0. .I -t* (2.6) 
Defining generically the set H, , 0 .< S < 1, in the complex plane by 
Set for a real q > 1 
,- 
Let A’(Q) denote generically the infinite sector 
S(Q) F [Z: ’ arg 2 i < 01. 
(2.7) 
L%(x)}. (2.8) 
(2.9) 
(3.10) 
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C, , C, , C, , C, ,..., C,. are suitable positive constants may be different 
on different occasions. 0 and 6 also have different meanings in different 
theorems. 
3. THEOREMS 
THEOREM 1 (Chebyshcv [34, p. 191). I,et j(x) be confi~uous on 
(- -L, $ -L) avd 
is finite, therl 
lim j(s) - R,(s),jL,(-Z,z,) : 0. n-~ 7 (3.1) 
THEOREM 2 (Freud and Szabados [13, p. 2011). 1ff(x) satis@- the 
assumptions of the abor?e theorem, then 
where w(6) is the module of continuity of the fum-tion f (tan tj2) on the 
interval [-77, 771. 
THEOREM 3. Let f(.~) 1 )e continuous maintains sign a?ld tends to zero 
on the posit.ve real axis. Then there exist a sequence of polynomials 
P,,(x) = x:=0 a@z, where in,,) is a sequence of natural numbers satisfying 
the assumptions that 0 = tl,, < n1 <: n, < ... < H,; and CT I/u,.. = %, 
for which 
(3.3) 
Remark. There exist functions which can be approximated by 
general rational functions on (-CO, + XJ) but not by reciprocal of 
polynomials on [0, a). One such example isf(x) = 1 + e-.s’. 
Proof. It is known [3, p. 3911 that f  (x) satisfying the assumptions of 
Theorem 3 can be approximated uniformly on any finite interval [0, 2b] 
as close as we like by reciprocals of polynomials (P,,,) of the form, 
P,,(x) = c qxnt, 
I=0 
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where (71~) satisfies the above conditions. In other words 
for every finite interval [0, 2b]. 
Now we choose E > 0, b > 0 and sufficiently large and a n&q > k) 
such that 
(3.4) 
This is certainly possible since E(x//J)“Q tends to zero very fast for 
b > s > 0, if b = x’, E being very small (3.4) is certainly valid. 
Now Eve divide for convenience [0, a) into [0, b] and [b, KI), where 
is sufficiently big finite interval. For all x > b,f(x) will be very small and 
grow very fast for all large k, hence 
(3.5) 
We get the result (3.2) from (3.4) and (3.5). 
Remarks. If 1 /f(x) is not entire, then the following theorems indicate 
that, it is not possible to approximate f(x) very closely by reciprocals 
of polynomials. 
THEOREM 3A (Erdos-Newman-Reddy [5]). Let f(2) = C,“=, a,Zk, 
a, > 0, ak 3 0 (FE 3 1) be an entire function of order p (0 < p < ~1) 
type 7 and lower type w (0 < w < T < m). Then for all large n, 
THEOREM 3B (Erdos-Newman-Reddy [5]). Let f (2) = &, a,$‘k, 
q, > 0, ak > 0 (k 3 1) be an entire function of order ~(0 < p < ;o) 
type T and lower type ~(0 < w < T < ~1). Then 
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THEOREM 3C (Erdiis-Newman-Reddy [5]). Let f(Z) =:- I;==, a,,.Zk, 
2” > 0, a,. 3 0 (k 3 1) De an entire functio?z of order ~(1 < p < W) 
rvpe T and lower type ~(0 < w < T < ~a). Then there is a polynomial 
P,,(x) of degree 72 for which 
THEOREM 3D (Erd6s-Newman-Reddy [5]). Let ,f(Z) = Et=, a,;Zk’, 
no > 0, a,, 2 0 (k 3 1) De an entire function of order ~(0 < p < 1) 
type r and lower type ~(0 < w < 7 < OZ). Then there is a polynomial 
P(x) of degree n for which 
THEOREM 3E (ErdGs-Newman-Rcddy [5]). Let f(Z) := xz==, a,.Z’;, 
a, > 0, a/, 3 0 (k > I) 1 je an entire function of irljinite order. Then there 
is a polynomial P,,(x) of degree II for which for injnitely man], I1 
THEOREM 4 (Erdijs and Reddy [I I, Theorem I]). Let f(x) Be ron- 
tirzuous non-vanishing and tends to -+ CT_’ on [0, x). Then there exist poly- 
nomials P,),,(x) satisfying the assumptions of the above theorem for which, 
THEOREM 5 (Erd6s and Reddy [I 1, Theorem 21). Letf(x)(gO) be a 
continuous fzinction defined on [0, a). If th eye exist a sequence of polynomials 
P,,,,(x) -1 xlzo a,,ix”l for which 
where 0 x no < u1 -< Iz., -< ... < )I,,, arzd Et=, 1 In,; < (IZ . Then f(%~) is 
the restriction to [0, CC) ?f an entire-fu?lction F(Z). 
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THEOREM 6 (Reddy and Shisha [30, Theorem I]), Let f(x) be t 
continuous function (f0) dejined on [0, a). If there exist a sequence oj 
polynomials (PI1(x))~=, , with nonnegative coejicients such that 
Then f (x) is the restriction to [0, a) of an entire.function F(Z). 
THEOREM 7 (Erdos and Reddy [7, Theorem 11). Letf(2) = xc=, a,.? 
a, > 0, and al; >, 0 (k > 1) be any entire function. Then fey every E > 0. 
there exist in$nitely many n for which 
Remarks. For functions which grow regularly, the above conclusion, 
is valid for all large n. For a slightly general result see (Erdos and 
Reddy [9, Theorem I]). 
THEOREM 8 (Erdos and Reddy [7, Theorem 21). Let f(Z) be an 
entire function of infinite order with non-negative coeflcients. Then for 
each E > 0, there exist injinitely many IZ for which 
THEOREM 9. Let f(2) = x:,“=, a,.Z’i, a, > 0, a,*. 3 0 (k 2 I) be a 
transcendental entil,e function of jinite order p(0 < p < m). Then fol 
every constant c > 0, for all large n 
A”,, :< I,‘nC. (3.6) 
Proof. By definitions for 0 < x < r = (42)li~~-~ e-l, E > 0. 
On the other hand for x > Y. 
1 1 
O G &ix) - f(x) G S,(x) G 
1 1 __~____ 
S,(Y) G f(Y) - e-n/z 
< &. < 2 < cc. (3.8) 
(3.6) follows from (3.7) and (3.8) by properly choosing C, , C, , and C, . 
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THEOREM 10 (Meinardus, Reddy, Taylor and Varga [ 17, Theorem 31). 
Letf(x) b e a I en continuous function (&O) on [O,ra) and assume that there . I 
exist a sequence of realpolynomials [Pt,(x))&, with P,, E rr,, for earh II 3 0, 
and a real mlrnher q > I such that 
Then, there exists ara entire function F(z) with F(x) = f (x) for all x > 0, 
and F(Z) is of finite order p, -i.e., 
In addition, for ez’ery S :-- I, there exist constants K = K(S, q) > 0, 
0 = 0(S, q) > 1 and r0 =- r&S’, q) > 0 such that 
MF(~, S) G (~i~.#:l~~r~,# -far nil r > Y(, . 
If, for each S > 1, Q(S) is defined b> 
whell 11 f  ijL,rO ,.I is unbounded as I’ + CT-, and B(s) --: 1 otheu-ise, thez the 
order p of F satisjies 
and this upper bound for- the order p is in genelral best possible. 
Remarks. It is very likely that F(Z) may satisfy that 
It is easy to give examples of entire functions of zero order for which 
(3.9) fails. 
THEown% 11 (Meinardus, Reddy, Taylor and Varga [ 17, ‘Theorem 51). 
Let f(2) = zT=;=, a,Z” b e an entire function with a0 3, 0 and aI, > 0 fol 
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all k 3 I. If there exist real numbers A > 0, S > 1, tI > 0, and r0 > 0 
such that 
-my> s> :G -qllfllL,[o,rl)e far all Y ‘3 r0 , 
then there exist a sequence of real polynomials {P,,(x)>ECo with P,, E T,, for 
each n 3 0, and a real number q > S1l(l+e) > 1 such that 
Remarks. Quite recently the assumption a,, > 0 and ak > 0 (k 2 I) 
has been weakend by Blatt [2] and Roulier and Taylor [31]. 
THEOREM 12 (Meinardus, Reddy, Taylor and Varga [ 17, Theorem 61). 
Let f(2) = xz=,“=, a,$“, a, > 0, a,. 3 0 (k > 1) be an entire function of 
order p(0 < p < CO) type T and lower type ~(0 < w < T -< YI). Then 
there exist a sequence of real polynomials {P,z(x))&O for which 
THEOREM 13 (Reddy [23]). Let f(2) = Cz=, aJk, a(, ::- 0, ah. 3 0 
(k 3 I ) be an entire function of order/ p(0 < p < CC) type T and lower 
type ~(0 -C w < T < CQ). Then 
Remark. There exist functions which fail to satisfy the assumptions 
of the above theorem but for which the conclusion is valid in a slightly 
different form. One such example is 
THEOREM 14 (Reddy [20, Theorem Cl). Let f(2) = xz==, a&k, 
ap > 0 (k >, 0) be an entire function of order p(p < p < oo), type 7, and 
lower type w, (0 < w < T < CCJ) and T < 2~0, then 
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where s1 is the largest and x2 the smallest root oj. the equation, 
.x log(s P) -t W/T : 0. 
THEOREM 15 (Reddy and Shisha [29, ‘l’heorem 141). Let f(Z) 
,&Co a,.Zk, a0 > 0, a,. ;: O(k 3 1) I )e an entire .function and suppose there 
exist constants 6 3,- I, C I-- I, 6 - 0 a& 0 _ : C, C, .r., 1 fog. which, 
for all large r, 
Then fog every sequence [P,l(.Y))zz, , where each P,((x) is a real polynomial 
of degree <?I, positke throughout [0, ml), we haze 
THEOREM 16 (Erdijs and Reddy 19, Theorem 31). Let f(Z) = 
I;=‘=, a,,.E, a,( > O(k 3 0) be an entire function of order p(0 <I p < CD) 
type T, and lower type ~(0 -:I w < -r -. 1 ~3). Then 
THEOREM 17 (Reddy [22]). Let f(Z) = xyC0 a,;?, a, 3 O(k > 0) 
be an entire functiorl of order p(0 < p -1 CC) t-vpe T and lower type 
~(0 < w < T C’ T). Then 
THEOREM 18 (Meinardus and ‘I’arga [16], Reddy [20]). Let f(2) = 
~~zo akZk, a,. 2 O(k >, 0) b e an entire function of perfectly regular 
prowth (p, T). Then 
1 
~ .; lim sup (ho,J1jFL %I & . 22+1;0 ,t-.= 
THEOREM 19 (Reddy [20]). Let f (2) = zz=, a,.D, a, 3 O(K 3 0) 
be an entire function of perfectly regular growth (p, r). Then 
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THEOREM 20 (Cody, Meinardus and Varga [4]). Letf(Z) = ez. Thel; 
THEOREM 21 (Sch6nhage [33]). Let f(Z) = ez. Then 
lim (hO,,)‘in = +. 
,* -CT. 
THEOREM 22 (Newman [18]). Let P(X) and 92(x) be any real poZy- 
nomials of degree less than n. Then 
THEOREM 23. Let f(Z) = I;==, a,.Zk, a,, > 0, a, 2 O(k 3 1) be ali 
entire function of pelrfectly growth (p, T). Then for erery non-vanishing 
polynomials P(x) and Q(x) of d e g ree at most n, there is a constant C > 41+lifi 
for which 
PC,) Ii 1”” I.: c-2. 
QW ‘LJ0.r)’ 
(3.101 
Remarks. (a) If P(X) is a constant then (3.10) is known in a better form 
(cf. [22, Theorem]). (b) The proof adopted here is different from the ont 
used by D. J. Newman. 
We need the following lemma for our purpose. 
LEMMA ([34], [9, p. 681). Let P(x) b e any algebraic polynomial OJ 
degree at most n. If this polynomial is bounded b? iI!! on an interra [a, b] 
then at any point outside the interaal we have 
Proof of Theovenz 23. Let M(Y) = max131gF If(z)\. Then by assump- 
tion 
lim log ~~(‘) 
t 
o<p<co 
Vi% y” = 7, o<T<cT) i- 
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Hence for each E > 0 and 6 > 1, there is an r,, = I.“(E), such that for 
all I’ 2 r(,(~), 
lll(YS) ;> (lll(Y)y”(l c’* (lmLC’. (3.1 I) 
Let us assume on the contrary the theorem is false. Then for all large II, 
(3.12) 
Since lim, , ~ P(x) = cc, tl lere exist arbitrary large I’ for which 
, P(Y)i ~: p(t),, for all t > I’. (3.13) 
For each of these values of I’ for which (3.13) is valid, we can find 
sufficiently large ?z and a constant C :B 4l-l;~ such that 
f(r) =- (C - -p. (3.14) 
Then at this point x = r, we get 
If (3.15) is not valid, then 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
From (3.14) and (3.16), we obtain 
(3.17) 
(3.17) clearly contradicts (3.12). Hence (3.15) is valid. 
At 3~’ = r6 = 1(C/4), we have from (3.11) and (3.14) 
.fW 3 {f(y)) @(l-f)/(l:<l 2 c _ J$ 2(1-E)n/(l+E) 0 . (3.18) 
Since P(x) $1 0, we get from (3.15). 
I Q(y)1 < I W>I C”. (3.15’) 
Now by applying lemma to 1 Q(r)\ over the interval [0, ~81, we get 
I Q(YS)I < I P(Y)] {2(26 - l)Cj~~. (3.19) 
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From (3.13) and (3.19), we get by choosing t = t-6, 
I I gf$ < {2(26 - 1)Cj”. (3.20) 
Clearly (3.18) and (3.20) contradicts (3.12) for all those values of n for 
which (3.14) is valid. Since E being arbitrary 
Hence the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 24 (Reddy [21]). Let f(2) = Cz=‘=, aJ*, a,, > 0, a,. 3 0 
(k 3 1) be an entire function of order p(0 < p < co), type 7 and lowe? 
type ~(0 < w < T < a). Then one cannot find for n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
polynomials P%(x) and On(x) with nonnegatizte coeficients and of degree at 
most n for which 
THEOREM 25. Let f  (2) = I.,“=, aJ”, a,, > 0, a,; > O(k > 1) be an 
entire fumtion of order p and maximal type or of (jinite) order p + E. I f  P,(x) 
and Qn(x) aye, for n = 0, 1, 2 ,... polynomials with nonnegatizle real 
coeficients of degree at most n, then 
Proof. If (3.21) . is not valid, then for all large z, 
(3.22) 
By our assumptionf(2) is either an entire function of order p(0 < p < a) 
and maximal type or of order p + E(C > 0), then it is known ([3], p. 8) 
that 
(3.23) 
where M(Y) = Max,.!=, ‘f (Z)i. 1: rom (3.23), it follows that there exists 
arbitrarily large values of r for which 
log M(r) > 1% IIf -- , -.__- 0 ( t .-’ r. 
P . to (3.24) 
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From (3.24) we obtain for all those values of I’, with 
t cyr, 0 -1 c, <.I I, 
M(r) [M(f)]” ‘I/’ = [.lZ(f)]‘~‘. 
For sufficiently large I., we can find an II such that 
JI(C‘by) E (2.75)(“~l,)C‘. 
At this point, that is at .I = C’lip~., 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
whew O<C,<C,-~1. (3.27) 
(3.27) follo\vs easily from (3.22) and (3.26). But at x = I’, we get by 
(3.25) and (3.26), 
X(r) ,- [~lZ(t)]~i ’ : (2.75)“@. (3.28) 
Because of the assumption that the coefficients of P(s) and Q(x) are 
nonnegative, we get along with (3.27) 
From (3.28) and (3.29) we get at s 7.: I’, Lvith C, = 0.945, C, = 0.95. 
(2.75)-“/O < (2.75)‘-” ‘)=z C,” ’ - (2.75)-“‘” -: 3 - ?&. (3.30) 
This flatly contradicts (3.22), hence the result is proved. 
THEOREM 26 (Erdos and Keddy 18, Theorem I]). Let g(n) be an> 
sequence tending to injkity arbitrarily fast, therz there is an entire fktction 
of infinite order such that for injinitelv marl)’ n = tzp 
THEOREM 27. Let h(n) be any sequence tend@ to + x ret;)! slowl-y. 
‘Then theye is an entire function such that for infinitely mnr~~ II 
The proof qf tl . us is similar to Tlleorei?l 2 of [7], I lewe the details me omitted. 
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THEOREM 28 (Erdiis and 
g=, a,.Z”, a, > 0, a, 3 0 (h 
Reddy [IO, Theorem 11). Let f(Z) = 
3 1) be an entire function of finite order 
~(0 < p < CO). Then for every c > 0, there exist injinitely maq n for 
which 
ooT~~~~~~~ 29 (Erd& and Reddy [I IA, Theorem 21). Let f(Z) = 
&=O b,Zk, b, > 0, b, 3 0, b,. > 0 (k 3 1) be ay1 entire function of 
order p and lower order /3 (0 < p < p c UJ). Then there exist an entire 
function h(Z) = x:,“=, albDZnn (for convenience we let an, = C, PZ,, = 0) 
formed from the series f (Z) fey which 
THEOREM 30 (Erd& and Reddy [I 1 A, Theorem 31). There is an entire 
function of positive lower, order fey which 
lir;p $f (hO,,)l/“‘oglogn = 0. i 
THEOREM 31 (Erdiis and Reddy [ 11 A, Theorem I]). Let f(Z) = 
C,“=, a,Zk, a, > 0, a,,. 2 0, a,. 3 0 (K 3 1) be an entire function of lower 
order ,B and order ~(0 < /3 < p < m). Then for every E > 0, there is an 
n, = no(<), such that for all fz > n,(e), 
Ao,n :< e9p(--n”(l~t);P(1-f)). 
THEOREM 32. Let f (Z) = C,“=, akZk, a, > 0, ak >, 0 (k 3 1) be an 
entire function of order p and lower order p(O < ,6 ,( p < a). Then for 
all large n > n,(E), 
(3.31) 
Proof. Let us assume (3.31) is false. Then there exist infinitely 
many n for which 
(3.32) 
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By assumptionf(x) is increasing, hence for every large 12 and an\- F > 0 
there is an I’ > 0 such that 
By assumption for each E Y 0, there is an 1.” = I.,,(E) such that for all 
1. 2 l.(,( 6). 
erp(r fl(l--e)) : .I f(r) :< elyp(rp(14G)). (3.34) 
In (3.33) h u e c oose n so large such (3.33) and (3.34) valid simultaneously. 
From (3.32) and (3.33) it is easy to see that 
P,,(r) <: e.p (?Y?y?Y). (3.35) 
From (3.33) and (3.34) we obtain 
r y, ,11;,3~l-.f)4-l!oll c). 
,’ (3.36) 
x0\\- at s = rs, where 6 satisfies the assumption that nZ1(r-c) 2: 
2110(1-4,3(l-d g~(l--c)/dl+t) 
> we have from (3.36) along with the definition 
of lower order, 
But bv using lemma of Theorem 23 vve get 
(3.37) and (3.38) clearly contradicts (3.32), hence the result is proved. 
THEOREM 33 (Erdijs and Keddy [I I, Theorem 41). Let f(2) --= 
z;=o b,,.Z”, b, > 0, b, > 0 (k ;+ 1) b e an entire function of order 
p(0 c p J’ z) t-ype r and lower type w, satisfyiq the assumption that 
cc 1. I’he?l the{-e exist a?1 entire fumtion h(Z) = 
a,,,,?” .formed from the series of,f (Z) .for which we get 
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THEOREM 34 (Meinardus, Reddy, Taylor and Varga [ 17, Theorem 71) 
Letf(2) be an entire function of logarithmic order p1 = A + 1 (0 < A <: ‘;o) 
arid logadhmic tj,pes -rl and wI (0 < wl < 7: -I K)). Then 
lim (X0,n)1/7L == 0. n-.cc 
Remark. 0 < w1 < 71 < a, guarantees the following 
0 < lim log log “‘(‘) zz fl + 1 < ,x1, 
I ‘W’ log log Y 
On the other hand 
may not imply that 0 < wI 6 71 < W. 
f2(Z) = 1 + 1 
p 
,,~ 2 esp[(n/lom . 
It is easy to verify that for 
fG), ll=l-ppl-l, 71 = 0. 
fP), A=1=/3-1, c.01 = m. 
THEOREM 35 (Reddy [ 191 and [22]). Letf(Z) satisfy the assumption 
of Theorem 34. Then 
esp i (.4 + I)[(;: 1) 7p’ / i -.i lim sup (X0,12))L-[1+A-‘1 < 1. n+ cc 
THEOREM 36 (Reddy [24]). Let f  (2) b e an entire function satisfying 
the assumptions that 
Then 
lim sup log log ‘~(‘) ( lim inf log log ~~(‘) + 1 
7-Y) log log Y r-m log log Y 
lim (X,,,)1/n = 0. n +z 
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THEOREM 37. Let f(2) = x:,“=, ukZk, a, > 0, a,; 3 0 be an entire 
function satisfying the assumptions that 0 < A < m, 5 < 2w, < 2r1 < 00. 
Then 
lim inf (ho,n)~L-(l+l”l) i> t . n- .% 
The proof of this theorem is very similar to the proof of Theorem 32, 
with the only difference wc use here 
and 
f(y) = cup 
, ,LA+l/.l , 
( 6 \’ 
U’e omit all the details to the reader. 
THEOREM 38 (Erdijs and Reddy [9, Theorem 61). Let f(2) = 
~~==, al;,??, a, > 0, uL >, 0 (k 3 1) be an entire function of logarithemic 
order pl = A + 1 < CD. Then 
lim inf (A,,,) &l--1 Ait) < 1. II-. 1. 
THEOREM 39. Letf(2) = C,“=, a,,.Z”, a0 > 0, ak 3 0 (k > 1) be an 
entire function of logarithemic ovdev pi = A f 1 < m. TJzen for each 
E > 0, 
lim sup (ho,n)‘i~l’nTf -: 1. 
,i-r 
The proof of this theorem is ret-y similar to the proof of Theorem 9, witlz 
Ihe only difJeeYence we use her-e 
A := lim sup 
log I1 
ll’J0 
1% ;; log 1: I( ’ 
kstead of 
lim sup log log M(y) n log n 
r+z log Y  
- =p=limsup 
n7z log ; 
I 1’ 
hence we omit the details to tlze reader. 
io7/21/1-7 
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THEOREM 40 (Erdiis and Reddy [9, Theorem 41). Let f(2) = 
1 + x:,“=, Zk/(d,d, ~3. dk) with d,,, > dk > 0, k = 1, 2, 3,. . ., be an 
entire function of$nite order p. Then fey any E > 0, we have for all lal,ge n, 
d,d, ... (t, 
< A0,2npl < 
d,d, ... d, 
i 
d 2nJ-1 
24n#b+dd d 
n II+1 n+2 ... d 2n dn~ld,-, *.* d,, d,,+l - d2n ’ 
EXAMPLES. 
(‘1 
For this function, A = m. But 
lim (LJ ljlllogrl 
1 = _ 
n ‘cz 2’ 
(2) f(2) = 1 + f zwk:, (1 < s < x). 
k=l 
For this function A = 0. But 
(3) 
]im (~0,n)l/2(‘L’1) = i . 
n .x 
fCz) = l f- f 72334?... p . 
7<=lL 
For this function A = I, TV = 0. But 
THEOREM 41 (Erdiis and Reddy [9, Theorem 71). Let f(Z) = 
1 + X:=1 a+Znk, lim inf _ h4 L n,,,/n, 3 0 > 1 be an entire function oj 
order p (0 < p < m). Then 
(3.39) 
Remarks. We stated this result in [9] without proof. Now we present 
a proof. 
Proof. By assumption for each E > 0, 
lim ni’“~’ ‘ail,nk ---f 0. 
k+r 
(3.401 
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From (3.40) we get for a sequence of values of K and all i ,>, k, 
.~~~~~(~~~nt < flak l:n+pr~ (3.41) 
Now as usual by definitions for 0 < u: < I’ = t) 1 ii(r t)a;:/‘L,; along \vith 
(3.41) we get 
On the other hand for ,I‘ > r = t)l:“(~,i-~) (z;;““l. 
(3.39) follows from (3.42) and (3.43). 
THEOREM 42 (Erdiis and Reddy [lo]). For all huge n > no(c), we kure 
THEOREX 43 (Erdss and Reddy [IO]). T? lese is n poijv2ontiuf P,,(x) of 
depee at most )l for which 
THEOREM 44 (Erdk and Reddy [lo]). Fol. e.ver;v poljxon7icll P,,(s) of 
dexsee at most n, we have 
‘.I (lb)-“. 
'I‘HEORERI 45 (Reddy 126, Th eorem 41). Let f(2) :.-: Cr--(, ffJk, 
"0 > 0, aI< > 0 (k > 1) 0 e al7 entire function of order p .= 2, t.vpe r alzd 
lowes tWvpe w(& < w <7 < 72) 0s osdes p(2 < p < cc), type 7 and 
lower, type ~(0 < w :c T -1 -fl). Then it is ?zot possiOle to find espollerltial 
pof~~nonrials of the form 2:' (, blCehs (It,; > O)JbV which 
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EXAMPLES. Letf(2) = 1 + Cz=‘=, ezk/112233 *a* kk. This is an entire 
function of order p = 2 and type T = 0. This function fails to satisfy the 
assumption of Theorem 45. But for this function it is easy to show that 
il 1 
liy+yp j !  f(x) 
1 1/n%gn ,l 
x;=” a,ekx /I 
+-. 
LJo,d e 
(2) The following example suggests the assumption p = 2, T > 0 
is not sufficient for the conclusion of 
THEOREM 45. Let 
f(Z) = f !E, 
k=o epkz 
0 =p, <p, <p, <p, < “’ <p, < “‘, 
Pk+l lim- = 03. 
k-= pk 
This is an entire function of order p = 2 and type S- > 0. For this 
function we can show easily 
THEOREM 46 (Reddy [26, Theorem 51). Let f(2) = x:,“=, akZk, 
a, > 0, a, > 0, ak 3 0 (k 3 1) be any entire function of order p 
(1 < P < a> type T and lower type ~(0 < w < T < co). Let 4(Z) be 
any transcendental entire function with non-negative coeficients satisfying 
the assumption that 
0 < lim log M,(r) 
Y’cc (log r)2 = @ < I. 
Then for every g,(x) = xzco b,,.f$(x)jk, with brc 3 0, we have 
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Remark. There exist entire functions of infinite order, whose 
reciprocals can be approximated by reciprocals of CF==, (+(x))k(k!)-l or 
[0, CO), with an error C” (0 < C < 1). For example let 
f(2) = p@y , 
where 
clearlyf(2) is an entire function of infinite order. For this function we 
can show easily 
THEOREM 47 (Saff and Varga [32]). Assume that g is a continuous 
function (+O) on [0, co), and assume that there exist a sequence of polyno- 
mials {P,(x))L , with P,, E rr,, for each n 3 1, and a real number q > 1 
such that 
Then as is known [17, Theorem 31, there exists an entire function G(Z) of 
finite order with G(x) = g(x) f  or all x > 0. Next, assume that h is a 
continuous function on [0, + co) with h(x) > 0 for all x > 0, and such 
that h’(x) exists, is nonnegatizle fov all x large, and satisfies lim,,, h’(x) = 0. 
Assume further that no zeros of P, lie in the interior of H, (dejned in (2.7)) 
for all n sufficiently large. If D satisfies (2.9) and if G is nonzero on the 
vertical segment {Z = i-v: / y i < Dh(O)?, then 
1 lim sup ‘r) __ - __ 
?i’ -73 (11 G(Z) 
THEOREM 48. Letg(Z) = xrz0 Zka-liz, where a > 2, and let S,(Z) = 
zk=,, Zka-“T. Then, on ever-v closed sector s(e) (dejined in (2.10)) with 
O<Q<n 
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THEOREM 49. Let f(2) = 1 + xFzI Zk/dId2 .** d,; , with d,;+, > 
d,; > 1 (k 3 1) be an entire function of order p < 2. If there exist a 
sequence of polynomials (P,(x) ;=I with P,, E TV for each n 3 1 and a real 
constant q > 1 such that 
If D satisfies (2.9), thez 
TS’e need the followirlg lemma for OUT purpose 
LEMMA 2. Let f‘(2) I 1 + J?:==, Zk/dId2 -0. d,, be an entire function 
satisfying the assumption that 
Then S,(Z) = 1 i- XL=, Zk/d,dz ... d!>. , 1 > n is .zero free in a region 
bounded by r == C,d,, and 6 = &t~-(i~!~)-i~), where Z = reie, and as usual 
C, , C, , C, ,... are suitable constants. 
Proof. Let Z = reie, t,, = anP, aTL = (dI$ *.* d,,)-l, and assume 
4 < r < drLll , then clearly nth term of f(Z) becomes the maximum 
term. To be very precise, let r -= d, . Then 
S,(Z) = f, + t,-, + *.. + f, f f,-, + ... + f&; f ... + t, + t, 
We show here for all k > n(l~“?)+~ 
f,-, = o(tn). 
By definition 
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Now by using the fact that 
We get 
If tz > ~w)+~, then clearly e-C6k’irL --f 0. Similarly we can show if 
k 3 n(1/2)tr 
t,, + k := 4trJ. (3.45) 
On the other hand 
5< 
1-i: 1 
4-t - 
.< C,,,(n - k). 
n-b -1 
Similarly 
t Tl-tl y--i.mf+... t n+k 
t, n 
T ~ :.: c,,n. 
t?l 
Hence, we get from (3.44)-(3.47). 
(3.46) 
(3.47) 
S,(Z) = t, + t,&p + ct,!-l& - k)C + f&3 
= t,(l --b Cl212 f Cl,) -t C(n - k) t,-, 
i.e., 
&(Z) = 0, if CI4ni, == -C,,(n - k) t,-, 
C,,Z~l Z’+“(n - k) Cl, 
= - d,d, ... d, (?l) . 
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Then clearly 
r’:=C de. d-. d tn - k) 17nL+lnh+2"' n 11 
= C,,(d,)” (1 - k,‘n) 
py7C = ,(ej+l)ir 
7 j = 0, fl, f3, &3, $4 f ... 
0, -.- (2; + 1) 
k ’ 
Hence S,(Z) is zero free in a region bounded by 
I’ = C,d, , (j -= +c20n-((l/"-4~ 
Proof of the Theorem. From the above lemma it follows that S,(Z) is 
zero free in H, . Now by adopting the reasoning of Theorem 47 the 
result follows. 
Remark. For functions of or’der p 3 2, clearly y becomes zero, hence 
the theorem is proved for p < 2. 
THEOREM 50. Let f(2) = 1 + C%, Zh-(d1d2 -*. d&l, be an entire 
function with d,<-, + dk < dc,,,, (0 < 01 < 1, k 3 2), where d, ispositive 
and continuous for all positive values of k > 1 and increases to + co with k. 
If there exist a #(n) > n and a [ (0 < f < 1) for which 
Then on every closed sector S(0), with 0 < 0 < n, 
lim (Xo,n)11$(7L) = 5, 
)I-, z 
where 
rr,,* denote the set of all complex polynomials of degree at most n in the 
variable Z. 
We need the following lemma to prove the above theorem. 
LEMMA 3. Letf (Z) = 1 + C,“=, Zk(d1d2 ... d,,.-l, d,-, + dk < dclifb) 
(0 < 131 < l), where d, is positive and continuous for all positive values of 
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k 2 1 and increases steadily to $ CE with k. Then all the pastial sums of 
f(Z) have zeros on the negatiz.e real axis only. 
Psoof. Let Z = reie, t,, = a,,P, a,( :: (dld2 .*- d,,)-l T,, _ / t,, I and 
assume d,, < I’ < d,,,l , then clearly nth term of f(2) becomes the 
maximum term. To be very precise let I’ = n,,..., (0 < I -; I), then 
It is easy to verify that 
n s-1 --_ ___-- 
A-, - tin-1 
Hence S,(Z) = t,,( I + /3), where 
But by our assumption d,/(d,+, - d,,-J < 1, therefore S,(Z) has “II” 
zeros in the circle Y = d,+, , and (n - 1) zeros in the circle I’ = d,z-l+r 
and therefore one zero between the circle d,Lpl.,~a and d,,..,, . Let 
z= -d,+n, then S,(Z) has the sign of t,, , i.e. of (-I)” and when 
607/z I /I -8 
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Z = --da-1:. it has the sign of (- l)‘(-r. Hence S,(Z) has a real negative 
zero lying between the circles r = drl+& and dn-l,ml . We noted earlier 
that only one zero lies between two circles (successive circles) hence all 
the zeros are real and negative. 
Proof of the Theorem. From the statement of the theorem it is clear 
that f(Z) is an entire function of zero order. For example d,-. -z F--’ 
satisfies the assumptions of the above theorem with A = 0. For this d,,. 
it is known (Theorem 40, example 2) that 4(n) = 2”+l, t = (l/S) 
(1 < 6 < co). Now by adopting the reasoning of Theorem 48, we get 
(3.48) 
On the other hand we get easily from Theorem 40, that 
( ( liy &f (hO,n)l/i(n) ,< IiT*&f (Xg,n)ll$(n). (3.49) 
The result follows from (3.48) and (3.49). 
OPEN PROBLEMS 
PROBLEM 1. Let f(z) := Et==, a,,.~~, a, > 0, a,,. 3 0 (k 2 1) be an 
entire function of order p (0 < p < CO), with the further assumption 
that 
lim sup (X,,,)lin < 1. n .r 
Then there is a r (0 < c < 1) such that 
PROBLEM 2. Let f(z) = x.,“=, a,@, aI, > 0 (k > 0) be an entire 
function of order p (0 < p < CG) with the further assumption that 
0 < w = 7 < cc. Then there is a 6 > I, for which 
Remark. For,f(s) = .+, 6 =d 3 (cf. [33]). 
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PROBLEM 3. Let f(z) =- &!==, n,$ (>O on [0, w)) be an entire 
function with the additional property that it grows on [0, co) as fast as 
anywhere else in the complex plane, then for each E :> 0, there exist 
infinitely many IZ for which 
PROBLEM 4. Let f(z) = xi=,, n,pfi, a,, b 0, cz,, ;- 0 k 3; 1) be an 
entire function of order ~(0 CI p --.I UJ) type r and lower type w 
(0 -< w < 7 c,’ ~1). Then for any polynomials P(x) and Q(s) of degree 
less than n, there is a cl .:. i for which 
Remark. Forf(.v) r C, c1 7-z 1280 (cf. [18]). 
PROBLEM 5. Let f(x) be any nonvanishing infinitely differentiable 
and monotonic function tending to 2 CC%‘. Then for infinitely many IZ 
PROBLEM 6. Let f(x) be any non-vanishing infinitely differentiable 
and monotonic function tending to J- rw. Then, there exist polynomials 
of the form 
PROBLEM 7. Let f(z) -= xE=^=, ff,,.S, a, > 0, a,( >O (k 2 1) be an 
entire function. Then for infinitely many k and any c > 1, 
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PROBLEM 8. Let f(z) = ET=‘=, a,~~‘, a, > 0, a,\. > 0 (k >, 1) be 
an entire function of order ~(0 < p < co) type -r and lower type 
~(0 < w < 7 < m). Then there exist polynomials of the form 
where 
0 = no < n, < n2 < .*. < nf, 
for which for infinitely many k 
PROBLEM 9. Letf(x) be any entire function satisfying the assumption 
that lim,,,f(X) is finite: Then th ere exist rational functional of the form 
(Pn(x)/QFL(x)) of the degree at most n for which for each E > 0 there 
exist infinitely many n, such that, 
PROBLEM 10. Let f(z) and g(z) b e entire functions of perfectly 
regular growth (p, 7), (p + E, T) respectively for any E > 0. Then for 
all large n 
4,,,!( 1 If) G hn(l id. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It is clear from Theorem 3-A continuous functions which maintain 
sign and satisfy lim,+,f(X) =: 0 = lim,,,f(x) cannot be approximated 
well. The method used to obtain a lower bound in Example 1 can 
be applied to any function which vanishes at the origin and tends to 
zero at infinity. As far as we know no other method is known to 
attack this kind of problem. This method was first used in [5] which is 
slight variation of the technique \ve used in [9]. 
The method used in Theorem 32 can be applied very successfully to 
find lower bounds to &,(1/j), where f is an arbitrary entire function. 
Unfortunately for entire functions of perfectly regular growth this 
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method does not yield sharper bounds. For functions of this category 
the method used in [I 61 and [20] is very successful. Unfortunately the 
method used in [16] and [20] . IS useless for entire functions where lower 
order is less than order. 
The method used to prove Theorem 13 is very elementary and can be 
applied to all those entire functions for which ne know the upper bound 
of M(r) for all large I’. 
It is interesting to know, what connection exists between the structural 
properties off and the rate of convergence of 
It is likely thatf(x) is q uasianalytic in the sense of S. N. Bernstein. 
rxt f(2) = g=, n,,.Z”, a,>0 and a,.>0 (k> I) be an entire 
function satisfying the further assumption that 
then it is known ([35, p. 431) that there exist a subsequence in,,{ of 
natural numbers satisfying the assumptions that 
an d 
If,f(Z) satisfies the assumption (*) then it follows from Theorems (3 1) 
and (32) that 
From (-4) and (B) we get for the above sequence !H,,\ 
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It is interesting to observe certain class of continuous function which 
vanish at the origin and tends to zero at infinity can be approximated 
much better by rational functions than by reciprocals of polynomials. 
One such example isf(x) = ,ve-s, this can be approximated by P,,/Q,, 
roughly with an error of 2~“, this cannot be approximated by reciprocals 
of polynomials even like c log n/G. 
Just recently the Problem 4 has been solved completely in [28]. 
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